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We construct a class of weak solutions to the Navier]Stokes equations, which
have second order spatial derivatives and one order time derivatives, of p power
s 2, r ..summability for 1 - p F 5r4. Meanwhile, we show that u g L 0, T ; W V with
1rs q 3r2 r s 2 for 1 - r F 5r4. r can be relaxed not to exceed 3r2 if we
consider only in the interior of V. In the end, we extend the classical regularity
s r ..theorem. Our results show that u is a regular solution if =u g L 0, T ; L V with
 .1rs q 3r2 r s 1 for V satisfying 1.3 , with 1rs q 1rr s 5r6 for arbitrary
domain in R3 and 1 - s F 2. For V s Rn with n G 3, this result was previously
 .obtained by H. Beirao da Veiga Chinese Ann. Math. Ser. B 16, 1995, 407]412 .Ä
Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w x w xSince Leray 13 and Hopf 8 proved the existence of global-in-time
weak solutions to the Navier]Stokes equations for the initial value prob-
lem or for the initial boundary value problem, various global weak solu-
tions have been constructed by different methods. Because of the absence
of uniqueness for weak solutions to the Navier]Stokes equations, it is not
clear whether the properties of various weak solutions obtained by differ-
ent methods coincide. Thus, many efforts have been made to construct
global solutions which are more regular than the one known.
In this paper, we first consider a class of weak solutions to the initial
boundary value problem for the Navier]Stokes equations, which are more
regular than the Leray]Hopf weak solutions. Namely, we prove global-in-
time existence of solutions to the Navier]Stokes equations corresponding
Ê2y2r p, p .to initial data a g J V l H, which have time generalized deriva-
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tives and second order spatial generalized derivatives, of p power summa-
bility for 1 - p F 5r4. If p s 5r4, this result was first obtained by
w xLadyzhenskaya 11 for the Cauchy problem. Later, the same result was
w xobtained for p s 5r4 and V bounded in 2 or for p s 5r4 and exterior
w xdomains in 6 . The result, together with the local energy inequality, was
w xproved for any p such that 10r9 - p - 5r4 and V bounded in 3 . When
10r9 - p F 5r4, the weak solutions verify the local energy inequality in
w xthe sense specified in 2 . Thus, the one dimensional Hausdorff measure of
the set of the interior singularities of the suitable weak solutions is zero, in
w xview of the result of 2 . Meanwhile, we show that the weak solutions
s 2, r ..belong to L 0, T ; W V with 1rs q 3r2 r s 2 for 1 - r F 5r4. If we
consider only in the interior bounded subdomain V9, r can be relaxed not
1  ` ..to exceed 3r2. In particular, we show that u g L 0, T ; L V9 . However,w
the properties of the solutions are not sufficient to ensure that it is
regular.
The second purpose of this paper is to extend the classical regularity
result. Many people showed that uniqueness and regularity for solutions to
s r1 ..the Navier]Stokes equations hold if it belongs to L 0, T ; L V with
1 3 1
q s , s G 2, r G 3. 1.1 .1s 2 r 21
w xFor details, see 5, 7, 11, 14, 15, 19 and their literature. In this paper, we
show that u is regular if
1 3
s r=u g L 0, T ; L V , q s 1, 1 - s F 2, 1.2 .  . .
s 2 r
and domain V such that
yt A y3r2.1r py1r q.e f F Ct f , 1 - p F q - q` , 1.3 .q p
p . nfor every f g L V , where A is the Stokes operator. When V s R , the
w xsame result was obtained by 4 . If V is an arbitrary three dimensional
s r ..domain and =u g L 0, T ; L V with
1 1 5
q s , 1 - s F 2, 1.4 .
s r 6
 .  .then u is a regular solution. If r s 3, condition 1.4 coincides with 1.2 .
 .While r ) 3, 1.4 implies
1 3
q - 1.
s 2 r
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 .We think that condition 1.2 is also sufficient to ensure the regularity of
weak solutions to the Navier]Stokes equations in arbitrary domain in R3.
Unfortunately, we don't show this. If s ) 2, by the Sobolev inequality, our
 .  . s r1 ..  .conditions 1.2 , 1.4 yield exactly u g L 0, T ; L V with s, r satisfy-1
 .ing 1.1 . This argument shows that our result is just the natural extension
of the classical regularity criteria. When 1 - s F 2, r ) 3, by the Sobolev
imbedding theorem, u is a Holder continuous function on a spatialÈ
w xvariable. As pointed out by Beirao da Veiga in 4 , this shows that the lossÄ
of regularity in the time variable can be balanced by further regularity in
the spatial variable. It is worth pointing out that r reaches its maximum `1
for s s 2 in the classical regularity criteria, while our result shows that
2 1, 3 .. 3L 0, T ; W V is a regularity class for arbitrary domain in R . This
1, 3 .couldn't follow from the classical criteria, because W V cannot be
` .imbedded into L V .
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
p .Let V be a arbitrary three dimensional domain. Let L V , 1 F p F q` ,
represent the usual Lesbegue space of scalar functions as well as that of
5 5 `  .vector functions with norm denoted by ? . Let C V denote the setp 0, s
`  .of all C real vector functions f s f , f , f with compact support in1 2 3
m , p .V, such that div f s 0. W V is the usual Sobolev space of order
 . s, p .m, p of functions on V. By W V with s G 0 and p G 1, we denote
the Sobolev space of functions on V with derivatives of fractional order
Êp . 5 5  w x.  .s, p endowed with the intrinsic norm ? cf. 1 . Let J V ss, p
` p Ês, p ` .  .  .  .completion of C V in L V , while J V s completion of C V0, s 0, s
s, p Ê2 Ê1, 2 p .  .  .in W V . Especially, let J V s H, J V s V. Let L , 1 F p - `,w
denote the Marcinkiewicz space defined by
p 5 5 pL s u N u L V .w w
1rp< < <s inf A l meas x g V N u x ) l F A , ;l ) 0 - ` . 4 . 4 5
5 5Finally, given a Banach space X with norm ? , we denote byX
p .  .  .L 0, T ; X , 1 F p F q` , the set of functions f t defined on 0, T with
T 5  .5 pvalues in X such that H f t dt - q` . P is the Helmholtz projectionX0
p Êp .  .from L V to J V . Then the Stokes operator A is defined by A s yPD
2, p Êp .   . < 4  .with D A s u g W V , u s 0 l J V . For details, see Teman­ V
w x19, Chap I . In the end, by symbol C, we represent a generic constant
whose value is unessential to our aims, and it may change from line to line.
We shall consider the following initial boundary value problem for
Navier]Stokes equations concerning the unknown velocity field u s
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 .  .  .u x, t s u , u , u and the scalar pressure p s p x, t ,1 2 3
­ u¡
y n Du q u ? = u s y=p q f , in V = 0, T , .  .
­ t
div u s 0, in V = 0, T , .~ 2.1 .
u x , t s 0, for x g ­ V , t ) 0, .
u x , 0 s a x , in V , .  .¢ < <u ª 0, as x ¬ q` ,
 .where n ) 0 is the viscosity, a s a x is a given initial velocity vector field,
 .  . 3and f s f x, t s f , f , f is the external force vector. If V s R , the1 2 3
 .boundary conditions in 2.1 must be dropped, while if V is a bounded
domain, the condition on the velocity at infinity must be omitted.
 .First, we cite some results concerning the linearized equations of 2.1 ,
which we write as
­ w¡
y n Dw s y=p q f , in V = 0, T , .
­ t
div w s 0, in V = 0, T , .~ 2.2 .
w x , t s 0, for x g ­ V , t ) 0, .
w x , 0 s w , in V , . 0¢ < <w ª 0, as x ª q` .
3  .Similarly, if V s R , the boundary conditions in 2.2 must be dropped,
while if V is a bounded domain, the condition on the velocity at infinity
must be omitted. We need the following results.
p p Ê2y2r p, p  ..  .LEMMA 2.1. Let f g L 0, T ; L V and w g J V for p ) 1.0
 .There exists a unique solution w, p , which satisfies
­ w
p 2 , p p pq w q =p  ..   ..L 0, T ; W V L 0. T ; L V
p p  ..­ t L 0, T ; L V
p pF C T f q w . 2.3 .  . .  ..L 0, T ; L V 2y2rp , p0
This lemma is a consequence of Theorem 4.2 and Remark 2 in
w x17, p. 495 .
`  .. `  .LEMMA 2.2. Suppose f g C V = 0, T and w g C V . Then there0 0 0, s
 .  .exists a unique solution w, p satisfying 2.3 for all p ) 1.
w xLemma 2.2 can be found in 6 .
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` Ê2y2r p, p .  .LEMMA 2.3. Let 1 - p F 2, then C V is dense in J V l H.0, s
Proof. When p s 2, it is obvious. So we only consider 1 - p - 2. For
Ê2y2r p, p .  .arbitrary w g J V l H, let w be the solution of 2.2 with f s 0.0
By Lemma 2.1, it is obvious that
­ w
p 2, p 2 p pw g L 0, T ; W V l L 0, T ; V , g L 0, T ; L V . .  .  . . .
­ t
2.4 .
w xBy the intermediate derivative 22, Theorem 2.3, Chap. I ,
­
1r p p 2y2r p , pD w g L 0, T ; W V , D s . .t t ­ t
 w x.with the continuous dependence on initial data cf. 16, 17 , we deduce
that
1
2y2r p , pÊw ?, ª w in J V l H as n ª `. 2.5 .  .0 /n
` Ê2, p Ê2, p .  .  .  .Since C V is dense in J V and W ?, 1rn g J V , there exist0, s
 4 `  .f ; C V such thatn, k k g N 0, s
1
2, pÊf ª w ?, in J V as k ª `. 2.6 .  .n , k  /n
 w x. 2, p .When 1 - p F 3r2, by the Sobolev imbedding theorem cf. 1 , W V
2 .is continuously imbedded into L V . So
1
2y2r p , pÊf ª w ?, in J V l H as k ª `, .n , k  /n
 .which with 2.5 shows that
Ê2y2r p , pf ª w in J V l H as k , n ª `. .n , k 0
This implies our result when 1 - p F 3r2.
2, p .When 3r2 - p - 2, by the Sobolev imbedding theorem, W V may
7r2y3r p, 2 Ê2, p .  .be continuously imbedded into W V . We replace J V
Ê7r2y3r p, 2 .by J V , and similar to the agreement above, we have our
conclusion.
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3. EXISTENCE THEOREM
In this section, we shall now prove a result of the existence of global
 .weak solutions to problem 2.1 . Namely
Ê2y2r p, p 1 2 .   ..THEOREM 3.1. Let a g J V l H and f g L 0, `; L V ll oc
p  p ..L 0, `; L V with 1 - p F 5r4. Then there exists a weak solutionl oc
  .  ..  .u x, t , p x, t of 2.1 such that
u g L` 0,q`; H l L2 0, q` ; V l L p 0, q`; W 2, p V , 3.1 .  .  .  . .l oc loc l oc
­ u
p p, =p g L 0, q` ; L V . 3.2 .  . .l oc­ t
 .Moreo¨er, u, p ¨erifies the energy inequality
t t2 2 2u t q 2n =u s ds F a q 2 f ? u ds 3.3 .  .  .H H2 2 2
0 0
and estimations for T ) 0
T
u t F a q f s ds, for t F T , 3.4 .  .  .H2 22
0
2
T T2 2
n =u s ds F a q 2 f s ds , 3.5 .  .  .H H2 22  /o 0
­ u
p 2 , p p pq u q =p  ..   ..L 0, T ; W V L 0, T ; L V
p p  ..­ t L 0, T ; L V
2 2
p p 1 2F C a q a q f q f . 3.6 .  ..   ..2y2rp , p /L 0, T ; L V L 0, T ; L V2
If 10r9 - p F 5r4, the local energy estimate
t2 2u t f t q 2n =u f .  .H H H
V 0 V
­ft2 2F a f 0 q q n Df u .H H H  /­ tV 0 V
t t2q u q 2 p u ? =f q 2 f ? uf 3.7 . .H H H H
0 V 0 V
2  ..  .holds for e¨ery t ) 0 and for e¨ery f g C V = 0, t , f G 0 on V = 0, t .0
 .Remark. 1 The solutions obtained above exist globally without restric-
tions on the size of the data and have time derivatives and second order
spatial derivatives. These solutions are more regular than the Leray]Hopf
weak solutions.
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 . 32 If p s 5r4, V s R or V bounded, the solutions with properties
 .  . w x3.1 , 3.2 were obtained by Ladyzhenskaya 11 . If V is a exterior domain
3 w xin R , the solutions were found by Galdi and Maremonti 6 . If V is an
open bounded subset of R3, Theorem 3.1 has already been proved by
w xBeirao da Veiga 3 .Ä
 .3 If 10r9 - p F 5r4, the solutions verify the local energy inequality
 .3.7 . Therefore the one dimensional Hausdorff measure of the set of the
interior singularities of the suitable weak solutions is zero, in light of the
w xresult of Caffarelli, Kohn, and Nirenberg 2 .
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We first construct the sequences of approximate
k `  .solutions. For this purpose, we select a g C V such that0, s
ak ª a in W 2y2r p , p V l H strongly, .
and
k k 2y 2r p , p 2y2r p , p .a F C a , a F C a .w V2  .W V2
 .We now consider the linearized Navier]Stokes equations in V = 0, T
for arbitrary T ) 0
¡ 0­ u
0 0 0y n Du s y=p q f , in V = 0, T .
­ t
0div u s 0, in V = 0, T , .~ 3.8 .0u x , t s 0, in ­ V = 0, t , .  .
0 < <u ª 0, as x ¬ q` ,¢ 0 0u x , 0 s a x , in V , .  .
and
¡ k­ u
k ky1 k k ky n Du q u ? = u s y=p q f , in V = 0, T , .  .
­ t
kdiv u s 0, in V = 0, T .~ 3.9 .ku x , t s 0, on ­ V = 0, t .  .
k < <u ª 0, as x ª q` ,¢ k ku x , 0 s a x , in V , .  .
k 2 2 .. p p ..for k G 1, where f g L 0, T ; L V l L 0, T ; L V such that
f k ª f in L1 0, T ; L2 V l L p 0, T ; L p V strongly. .  . . .
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 w x.  0 0.It is well known cf. 11 that there exists a unique solution u , p to
 .3.8 satisfying
­ u0 ­ u0 ­ 2 u0 ­ p0
2, , , g L V = 0, T . .
­ x ­ t ­ x ­ x ­ xi i j i
for i, j s 1, 2, 3. Utilizing the Sobolev embedding theorem, it is easy to
show
1 3 1
0 q pu g L 0, T ; L V for q F . . .
q 2 p 2
w xThen applying Theorem 19 of 11, Chap. 3 , we obtain a unique solution
 k k .  .u , p to 3.9 which satisfies
­ uk ­ uk ­ 2 uk ­ pk
2, , , g L V = 0, T . .
­ x ­ t ­ x ­ x ­ xi i j i
and
uk g L` 0, T ; L2 V , . .
for i, j s 1, 2, 3, k G 1.
In the following, we need to establish the uniform estimates of solutions
 k k .  .u , p for k G 1. So let us consider the linearized problem 2.2 with f
k  ky1 . k  . k .replaced by g s f y u ? = u and w 0 s a x , along the lines of
w xLadyzhenskaya 11 . It is easy to prove
5 5 p p 5 5 p pg F fL 0 , T ; L V .. L 0 , T ; L V ..
3rpy2 3y3rpky1 ky1 k2 2  ..q C T u =u =u .L 0, T ; L V . 2 2
3.10 .
 .  .From 3.8 , 3.9 , it is obvious that
tk 5 5 5 5u F a q f ds s A , 3.11 .2 2 H 2 1
0
t 2 2k 21 25 5 5 5n =u ds F a q f s A 3.12 .2  .H 2 L 0 , T ; L V .. 1
0
 .hold uniformly for k G 1. By taking into account the estimates 3.10 , it
follows that
5 5 p p 5 5 p p 2g F f q C T A . 3.13 .  .L 0 , T ; L V .. L 0 , T ; L V .. 1
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 .  .So problem 2.2 admits a unique solution w enjoying the estimate 2.3
with 1 - p F 5r4. We need to prove w s uk. Therefore, we set ¨ s w y
uk. One easily deduces that ¨ satisfies the identity
­fT
¨ q Df dx dt s 0H H  /­ t0 V
2 2 2 ..for all solenoidal f such that f, ­fr­ t, ­ fr­ x ­ x g L 0, T ; L V fori j
 .i, j s 1, 2, 3. f vanishes on ­ V and f x, T s 0. Following the argument
w x  .  .of 11 , let f x, t be the solution of the adjoint problem of 2.2 corre-
 . `  ..sponding to an external force F x, t g C V = 0, T and zero data at0
time T. Thus, it follows that
T
¨ x , t ? F x , t dx dt s 0. .  .H H
0 V
 k k .By the arbitrariness of F, the last fact implies ¨ s 0. Therefore u , p
 .verifies the estimates 2.3 for all k G 1, i.e.,
k­ u
k kp 2 , p p p  ..q u q =pL 0, T ; W V   ..L 0, T ; L V
p p  ..­ t L 0, T ; L V
5 5 p p 5 5 2F C T f q a q A . 3.14 .  . .L 0 , T ; L V .. 2y2r p , p 1
 .  .  .Employing estimates 3.11 , 3.12 , 3.14 , it is now routine to show the
 .  .  . w xexistence of solutions u, p satisfying 3.1 ] 3.6 . For details, see Hopf 8 ,
w x w x  .Ladyzhenskaya 11 , Galdi and Maremonti 6 . The proof of 3.7 is exactly
w xthe same as that in Beirao da Veiga 3 .Ä
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose the boundary ­ V g C 2 and conditions of
Theorem 3.1 hold.
 . p .  .i If a g L V for 1 - p F 3r2, then the solution u, p satisfies
t t
u s ds q =p s ds F C 3.15 .  .  .H H
2 , p . p0 0W V
for t ) 0 and 1 - p F 3r2. Moreo¨er
u g Wy1 , ` 0, T ; W 2, p V , =p g Wy1 , ` 0, T ; L p V . 3.16 .  .  . . .
 .  .ii Let 1 - r F 5r4, then the solution u, p satisfies
u g Ls 0, T ; W 2, r V , =p g Ls 0, T ; Lr V 3.17 .  .  . . .
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with 1rs q 3r2 r s 2, which imply that
1 3 15
s r1 1u g L 0, T ; L V for q s 1, 3 - r F . 3.18 .  . . 1s 2 r 21 1
Proof. We return to the approximate solutions used in the proof of
Theorem 3.1. We only need to show that this approximate solution verifies
the uniform estimates of the norm on the above space for k G 1.
Let
t kU t s u s ds, .  .H
0
t ky1 kb t s u s ? = u s ds, .  .  . .H
0
t kF t s f s ds, .  .H
0
t kP t s p s ds. .  .H
0
 .   .  ..Then from 3.9 , U t , P t satisfies
¡yn DU t q =P t s G t , .  .  .
~div U t s 0, . 3.19 .¢U t s 0, . ­ V
 .  .  . k . kwhere G t s F t y b t y u t q a .
p .Since a g L V for 1 - p F 3r2, modifying in a suitable way Lemma
w x3.2 of 6 , we may be obtain that
ku t F C 3.20 .  .p
holds uniformly for k G 0. By the Minkowski inequality
t ky1 kb t F u s ? = u s ds .  .  . .p H p
0
 .  .and by 3.10 , 3.13 , it follows that
32b t F CA , for 1 - p F . . p 1 2
So
3G t F C , for 0 - t F T , 1 - p F . . p 2
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w xApplying Proposition 2.2 of 19, p. 33 , we deduce that
2, pU t q =P t F C G t F C 3.21 .  .  .  . . p pW V
 .holds uniformly for k G 0. Taking the limit as k ª `, we show 3.15 .
 .Therefore 3.16 is obvious.
Let 1 - r F 5r4,
tqh kU t s u s ds, .  .H
t
tqh ky1 kb t s u s ? = u s ds, .  .  . .H
t
tqh kF t s f s ds, .  .H
t
tqh kP t s p s ds, .  .H
t
tqh
G t s g s ds, .  .H
t
­ uk
k ky1 kg t s f t y u t ? = u t y . .  .  .  . .
­ t
  .  ..  .Then U t , P t satisfies system 3.19 . Since
tqh
G t F g s ds .  .Hr r
t
and
k­ u3y3rrk 2y3r r k ky15 5g F f q A =u =u q ,2 2r r 1 ­ t r
 .then similar to the deducement of 3.21 , we have
tqh tqhku s ds q =p s ds F C G t .  .  .H H r
2 , r .t tW V r
tqh
F C g s ds. .H r
t
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Because of
1 tqhk ku t s lim u s ds .  .Hhhª0 t
and
1r rku t F lim U t , .  .rhhª0
 w x.by Fatou's Lemma cf. Yosida 21, p. 17 , it follows that
1 1r r rk < < < <u t dx s lim inf U dx F lim inf U dx .H H Hr rh hhª0 hª0V V V
r1 1 tqhr5 5F C lim inf G F C lim inf g s ds .r H rr r  /h hhª0 hª0 t
rF C T g t . 3.22 .  .  .r
Similarly
r2 k­ ur r rk k=u dx q dx q =p dx F C g t . 3.23 .  .H H H r
­ x ­ xV V Vi j
s r ..  .  .Since g g L 0, T ; L V for 1rs q 3r2 r s 2, then 3.22 , 3.23 , imply
 .  .  .3.17 . By the Sobolev imbedding theorem, 3.18 follows from 3.17 .
4. INTERIOR PROPERTY OF WEAK SOLUTIONS
In this section, we apply the fundamental solution of the heat equation
to obtain the more regular property of weak solutions in the interior
domain than that in the whole domain. However, this property is not
sufficient to inform us about the interior regularity of weak solutions. For
simplicity, let div f s 0, and H pk s 0.V
LEMMA 4.1. Let V9 be a bounded subdomain such that V9 _ V and the
conditions of Theorem 3.1 be satisfied. Then
1 3 3sT k=p F C , for q G 2, 1 - r F 4.1 .H r s 2 r 20
holds uniformly for k G 1. Therefore,
1 3 3
s r=p g L 0, T ; L V for q G 2, 1 - r F . 4.2 .  . .
s 2 r 2
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 .Proof. For the pressure, we observe that 3.9 implies that
­ 2
k ky1 kD p s y u u in V = 0, T . 4.3 .  . . i j­ x ­ xi ji , j
` .  .Since V9 _ V, let f g C V with f x s 1 in a neighbourhood of V9.0
Then at any time
3 1
k kf x p x , t s y D f p dy .  .  .H y
3 < <4p x y yR
3 1
k k ks y p Df q 2 =f ? =p q f D p dy. 4 .H
3 < <4p x y yR
4.4 .
 . k  .Substituting 4.3 for D p into 4.4 and integrating by parts, we obtain the
expression for f pk as
f pk s pk q pk q pk ,1 2 3
3 ­ 2 1
k ky1 kp s fu u dy ,H1 i j /3 < <4p ­ y ­ y x y yR i ji , j
3 x y y ­fi ik ky1 kp s u u dyH2 i j334p ­ y< <x y yR ji , j
3 1 ­ 2f
ky1 kq fu u dy ,H i j
3 < <4p x y y ­ y ­ yR i ji , j
3 1
kp s p y D f dy .H3 y
3 < <4p x y yR
3 x y y ­fi iq p y dy. .H 334p ­ y< <x y yR ii
 w x.The Calderon]Zygmund theory cf. Stein 18 on a singular integralÂ
yields the estimates
3y3rpk ky1 k 3r py2 ky1 k< < < <=p F C u =u F CA =u =u .p 2 2p1 1
Since f s 1 for a neighborhood of V9, then for x g V9
k k k ky1 k k 2=p q =p F C p q u u dx F C p q CA . .H H2 3 1
V V9
 .  .  .  .The last fact and 3.12 and 3.17 give 4.1 , 4.2 .
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THEOREM 4.2. Let V9 be a bounded domain such that V9; V and the
1, p .conditions of Theorem 3.1 be satisfied. If a g W V with 1 - p F 3r2,
then
1 3 3
s 2, pu g L 0, T ; W V9 for q G 2, 1 - p - , 4.5 .  . .
s 2 p 2
u g L1 0, T ; W 2, 3r2 V9 . 4.6 .  . .w
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we only need to establish
the uniform estimate of the approximate solutions on the norm of the
` .above space. Let f g C V , such that f s 1 for x g V9. Multiplying0
 .both sides of 3.9 by f, we get
­
k k ky1 k kfu y n D fu q u ? = fu s yf =p q h , 4.7 .  . .  .  .
­ t
 ky1 . k k  . kwhere h s f f q u ? =f u y n u Df y 2n =f ? = u . Applying the
fundamental solution of the heat equation, fuk can be expressed as
y3r2 2k y3r2 k y < xyy < r4 tfu x , t s 4p t f a y e dy .  .  .H 3R
t 2y3r2 ky1 k y < xyy < r4 tys.y t y s u ? = fu y e dy ds .  .  . .H H
30 R
t 2y3r2 k y < xyy < r4 tys.y t y s =p y f y e dy ds .  .  .H H
30 R
t 2y3r2 y < xyy < r4 tys.q t y s h y e dy ds . 4.8 .  .  .H H 530 R
Utilizing t aeyct F C, we deduce that
2­ 2k y2 k y < xyy < r6 tfu F C t =a e dy . H 3­ x ­ x Ri j
t 2y5r2 ky1 k y < xyy < r6 tys.q t y s u =u y e dy ds .  .H H
30 R
t 2y5r2 k y < xyy < r6 tys.q t y s =p y e dy ds .  .H H
30 R
t 2y5r2 y < xyy < r6 tys.< <q t y s h y e dy ds . .  .H H 530 R
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Since f s 1 for x g V9, by the Hausdorff]Young inequality, we deduce
that
2 k­ u t y1y1r2 ky1 k1 , p5 5 pF C t a q t y s u =u ds .W V . H­ x ­ x 0i j p
t ty1 y1kq t y s =p ds q t y s h s ds . .  .  .p pH H /0 0
Since
ky1 k k k5 5 5 5  .2 pr 2yp p ph F f q C u =u q C u q C =u ,2p p
then
1 3 3
s ph g L 0, T ; L V9 for q G 2, 1 - p F . . .
s 2 p 2
The L p-boundedness, 1 - p - `, of the Hilbert transform implies
1rss2 k­ uT 1r sy1r2 2 k
s pdt F CT q CA q =p   ..L 0, T ; L VH 1­ x ­ x /0 i j p
s pq h ,  ..L 0, T ; L V
 . 1which gives us 4.5 . Weak L -boundedness of the Hilbert transform shows
 .4.6 .
 . 1 q ..By virtue of the Sobolev inequality, 4.5 shows that u g L 0, T ; L V9
for q - `, but q / q` . For q s `, we have
THEOREM 4.3. Assume the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then
u g L1 0, T ; L` V9 . 4.9 .  . .w
 .Proof. Utilizing the Hausdorff]Young inequality, expression 4.8 shows
us that
t y1k y3r4 ky1 k` 5 5 .u F C t a q t y s u ? = u dsL V9  .  . 3r22 H 0
t ty1 y3r4k 5 5q t y s =p ds q t y s h ds . .  .3r2H H 2 /0 0
 . 1Expression 4.1 and weak L -boundedness of Hilbert transform allow us
to get
k 1 `  ..L 0, T ; L V9u F C.w
 .Taking the limit as k ª q` , the last fact implies 4.9 .
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Remark. From the procedure of the proof of Theorems 4.2, 4.3, we
 .only consider in the interior of the domain owing to the estimate of 4.1
on pressure. If V s R3, Theorems 4.2, 4.3 are valid for V9 s R3.
5. AN EXTENSION OF THE CLASSICAL
REGULARITY RESULT
The aim of this section is to extend the classical regularity result.
Namely, we show that u is a regular solution whenever =u g
s r ..  .L 0, T ; L V for 1rs q 3r2 r s 1 if V satisfies assumption 1.3 , while
1rs q 1rr s 5r6 if V is an arbitrary domain in R3 and 1 - s F 2. This
 xresult is the natural extension to s g 1, 2 of the classical regularity class
s r ..u g L 0, T ; L V with 1rs q 3r2 r s 1r2 for s G 2. Meanwhile, our
2 1, 3 ..result shows that L 0, T ; W V is a regularity class. This result cannot
2 ` ..be obtained from the classical result that L 0, T ; L V is a regularity
1, 3 . ` .class, because W V cannot be imbedded in L V . For simplicity, let
f s 0.
THEOREM 5.1. Let V be a three-dimensional domain such that the
semigroup generated by the Stokes operator A satisfies
yt A y3r2.1r py1r q. 5 5e g F Ct g 5.1 .q p
p Êr .  .for g g L V , 1 - p F q - q` . Then if a g J V , and
1 3
s r=u g L 0, T ; L V with q s 1 and 1 - s F 2, 5.2 .  . .
s 2 r
we hold
u g L` 0, T ; Lr V , 5.3 .  . .
which implies that u is a regular solution.
 . 3 3Remark. 1 If V is R , R , the bounded domain, or the exteriorq
domain, the semigroup generated by the Stokes operator A verifies
p q  . w xL y L estimation 5.1 , cf. 9, 10, 20 .
 . n  .2 In the case V s R n G 3 , a similar result has already been
w xproved by Beirao da Veiga 4 .Ä
 .Proof of Theorem 5.1. As is standard practice, the solution of 2.1 can
be expressed as follows, via the corresponding integral equation
tyt A y tys. Au t s e a q e P u ? = u ds. .  .H
0
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p q  .Let r G 3. By the L y L estimate 5.1 , we deduce that
t y3r2 r 5 5u t F C a q C t y s u =u ds. .  .H rr r r
0
 .Employing the Gronwall inequality, the last fact gives us 5.3 , which
implies that u is a regular solution by the classical regularity result.
THEOREM 5.2. Let V be an arbitrary domain and a g V. Then if
1 1 5
s r=u g L 0, T ; L V for q s , 1 - s F 2, 5.4 .  . .
s r 6
we ha¨e
t2 2 s5 5 5 5 5 5=u F =a exp C =u dt 5.5 .2 2 H t /0
=u g L` 0, T ; L2 V , Au g L2 0, T ; L2 V , 5.6 .  .  . .  .
which implies that u is a regularity solution.
Remark. If 1 - s F 2 and 1rs q 1rr s 5r6, then 1rs q 3r2 r - 1. We
 .think that Theorem 5.2 is valid whenever 5.2 holds. Unfortunately, we
don't show this.
 .Proof of Theorem 5.2. Applying the Helmholtz projection P to 2.1 , we
reformulate the equations as
­ u
y n Au q P u ? = u s 0. 5.7 .  .
­ t
 .Multiplying both sides of 5.7 by Au and integrating over V, we get
d 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5=u q 2n Au F 2 u =u Au , if r ) 3, 5.8 .2 2 ` 2 2dt
d 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5=u q 2n Au F 2 u =u Au , for r s 3. 5.9 .2 2 6 3 2dt
by the Young inequality, it follows that
d 2 2 2 2y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5=u q n Au F n u =u for r ) 3.2 2 ` 2dt
w xby Theorem 7.1 of 12, p. 14 ,
5 5 5 5 2 rq6.r5 ry6. 5 5 3 rr5 ry6.u F C u =u for r ) 3.` 2 r
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So
d 2 2 6 rr5 ry6. 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5=u q n Au F C =u =u ,2 2 r 2dt
i.e.,
d t ts 2 s 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5exp yC =u dt =u q n exp yC =u dt Au F 0H r 2 H r 2 /  / /dt 0 0
 .  .which implies 5.5 , 5.6 , for r ) 3. If r s 3, the Sobolev inequality and
 .5.9 give us
d 2 2 2 2y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5=u q n Au F n =u =u . 5.10 .2 2 2 3dt
 .  .  .By an analogous deducement, 5.5 , 5.6 follow from 5.10 .
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